
RxEOB Works with BuzzRx® to Reduce Prescription Drug Costs 
 

 RxWallet® allows users to have their electronic prescription information sent directly to 

their phone, enabling them to shop for the best price.  

 

RICHMOND, VA  RxEOB.com, a transformational health information technology company, is integrating 

BuzzRx discounts into its RxWallet® mobile application. Introducing price transparency to e-prescribing 

turns users into proactive shoppers before they arrive at the pharmacy. With the RxWallet application, 

users will have access to pricing options within the next quarter.  

RxEOB believes everyone should have a simple and reliable way to access affordable prescriptions. 

Consumers deserve information that empowers them to make informed choices about the price and 

delivery of their medicine. To assist consumers, RxEOB has released the RxWallet e-prescription shopper 

application through the Apple and Google Play app stores.  

RxWallet is an application that provides patients with pre-adjudication access to their electronic 

prescriptions, allowing them to:  

• Easily compare drug therapy options  

• Determine which pharmacy is best for them to use  

• Identify and understand their payment options, including:  

o The BuzzRx Discount Program  

o Insurance  

o Manufacturer discount programs  

https://www.rxeob.com/
https://www.rxwallet.com/


Like RxEOB, BuzzRx is a leader in helping patients and their families easily shop for the medications they 

need while getting discounts delivered more conveniently than ever. “It is a pleasure to work with 

BuzzRx because of their commitment to empowering patients with transparency and simplicity. The 

collaboration between RxEOB and BuzzRx is a big help for patients,” said Robert Oscar, CEO and Founder 

of RxEOB. 

“With basic household costs on the rise and access to healthcare becoming scarcer, people need helpful, 

cost-saving resources like RxWallet," says Matt Herfield, BuzzRx Co-founder & CEO. “We’re thrilled to 

work with RxEOB to offer BuzzRx’s prescription savings up to 80% off retail prices through their 

innovative consumer app." 

 

About RxEOB  
 

RxEOB.com, LLC is a digital patient engagement company grounded in 20 years of health information 

technology, serving some of the nation’s largest health insurance providers. RxEOB believes patients, 

families, employers, and health plans make the best decisions about health and cost when they are well-

informed; and provides applications and tools to help sponsors manage their prescription benefits to 

reduce overall drug spend. RxWallet is a revolutionary new application designed to assist consumers to 

achieve the same goal. For additional information visit rxwallet.com. For additional information on 

RxEOB, visit rxeob.com or send an email to sales@rxeob.com. 

 

About BuzzRx 
 

Founded in 2010 as Watertree Health, BuzzRx helps make communities healthier by making medicines 

more affordable and aligning with nonprofit partners that share their mission. The free prescription 

discount card benefiting nonprofits can help save up to 80% on brand name and generic medications 

while supporting Make-A-Wish®, the ASPCA® (The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 

Animals®), National Kidney Foundation®, and fifteen regional food banks—at no cost to the cardholder. 

To date, BuzzRx has helped Americans save $1 billion on prescriptions and has donated more than $8 

million to their nonprofit partners. To learn more about BuzzRx, visit buzzrx.com. 
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